A sample of 250 men as well as 200 women was taken and their heights were measured. The men’s mean was 68" with a standard deviation of 3" while the women’s mean was 65" with a standard deviation of 2.5".

1. Which of the following best represents the scenario above?
   a. The percentage of women shorter than 62.5" is smaller than the percentage of men shorter than 65”.
   b. There are a higher percentage of women between the heights of 62.5" – 67.5" then men between the heights of 65” and 71”.
   c. More than half the men are taller than 68” while only a quarter of the women are taller then 67.5”.
   d. 95% of the women and men are between the following heights respectively: 60" – 70” and 62" - 74”.
   e. The percentage of men and women within one standard deviation of the mean (60” – 67.5” and 65” – 71” respectively) is 68%.

2. Which of the following is not a correct interpretation of the data given above?
   a. The men’s heights have more variation than the women’s heights.
   b. Women’s heights are normally distributed and men’s heights are skewed right slightly.
   c. On average men are taller than women.
   d. Since the standard deviation of men is larger than women, you would expect the graphical display to be more spread out for men than for women.
   e. Although more men were sampled, you can still expect about 68% of the women to be within one standard deviation of the mean.

3. 150 students had heights that were roughly normally distributed with a mean of 65 inches and a standard deviation of 2.5 inches. Approximately 102 students would be contained in the interval
   a. 57.5” – 62.5”
   b. 57.5” – 72.5”
   c. 60” – 70”
   d. 62.5” – 67.5”
   e. 65” – 72.5”

4. A two-year study of high school students in the 1980’s found that it took the average boy 7:40 minutes to run one mile with a standard deviation of 55 seconds. The same study found the average girl took 9:51 to run one mile with a standard deviation of 1:10. Darnell ran the mile in 6:34 and Christina ran the mile in 8:20. Comparing to their own class of high school students, which student actually performed better than their peers and why?
   a. Darnell performed better with a z-score of -1.2 being further to the right of Christina’s z-score of -1.3 on a normal distribution.
   b. Christina performed better with a z-score of -1.3 being further to the left of Darnell’s z-score of -1.2 on a normal distribution
   c. Darnell performed better with a z-score of -1.3 being better than a z-score of -1.2 for a run time.
   d. They both performed equally well within their groups respectively.
   e. These scores can’t be compared to see who performed better as they have different means and standard deviations for male and females.
5. A normal probability plot suggests that a normal probability model is plausible when:

A. no obvious patterns are present in the plot.
B. a bell-shaped pattern is present in the plot.
C. a substantial quadratic pattern is present in the plot.
D. a substantial linear pattern is present in the plot.
E. any of the above is present in the plot.

6. For a normally distributed population with mean 0 and standard deviation 1.0, the population interquartile range is closest to which of the following values?

A. 0.50
B. 1.28
C. 1.349
D. 1.645
E. 1.96

7. For a normal distribution with mean 100 and standard deviation 10, the 95th percentile is

A. 1.645
B. 1.645
C. 16.45
D. 83.55
E. 116.45

8. What is the value of an observation that is at the 93rd percentile of an approximately normal data set with a mean of 86 and standard deviation of 8?

a. 102
b. 100
c. 98
d. 96
e. 94

9. California fishermen fishing for spiny lobster are allowed to keep only lobsters with a carapace length of 3.25 inches or longer. (The carapace length is measured from the rear edge of the eye socket to the rear edge of the body shell.) Any lobster smaller than 3.25 must be returned to the sea. Suppose that lobster carapace lengths have a distribution that is approximately normal with a mean of 5.50 inches and a standard deviation of 2.25 inches. Approximately what proportion of lobsters will have to be returned to the sea?

A. 16%
B. 34%
C. 50%
D. 68%
E. 84%
10. A study has been carried out to compare the effectiveness of 4 different diets on weight loss. Fifty people are randomly assigned to each diet for a period of 6-weeks. The distributions of the amounts of weight lost for each diet is summarized in the following histograms.

One way to compare the diets would be to compare the mean weight loss for each diet. Order the diets from largest to smallest using the mean weight lost.

A. 2, 1, 4, 3  
B. 3, 2, 4, 1  
C. 2, 4, 1, 3  
D. 2, 1, 3, 4  
E. 3, 2, 1, 4

11. Which of the following is closest to the value of the upper quartile for the histogram shown?

A. 0  
B. 27  
C. 12  
D. 50  
E. 37
12. A data set consists of 5 numbers: -6.0, -4.5, 0, 5.0, and an unknown 5th number. For these 5 data points, which of the following statistics can NEVER be greater than zero?

A. the arithmetic mean
B. the sample standard deviation
C. the interquartile range
D. the median
E. None of the above

13. The five number summary for a data set is

Minimum: 60
Lower Quartile: 75
Median: 78
Upper Quartile: 82
Maximum: 89

Which of the following is true for the data set?

A. There are no outliers in the data set.
B. This data set has at least one outlier on the high end and at least one outlier on the low end.
C. This data set has at least one outlier on the high end and no outliers on the low end.
D. This data set has no outliers on the high end and at least one outlier on the low end.
E. It is not possible to determine if the data set contains outliers from the information provided.

14. Which of the following statements are true?

I. It is impossible for a data set to have a standard deviation that is larger than the mean.

II. If two data sets have different ranges, the data set with the larger range will always have the larger standard deviation.

III. The interquartile range of a data set can never be larger than the range.

A. I only
B. II only
C. III only
D. II and III only
E. I, II and III
15. The mean and standard deviation of a data set with 50 observations are 47 and 10, respectively. A new data set is formed by adding 3 to the smallest observation in the data set and subtracting 3 from the largest observation in the data set. How will the mean and standard deviation of the new data set compare to the mean and standard deviation of the original data set?

A. The mean and standard deviation of the new data set will be equal to the mean and standard deviation of the original data set.
B. The mean of the new data set will be equal to the mean of the original data set but the standard deviation of the new data set will be smaller than the standard deviation of the original data set.
C. The mean of the new data set will be smaller than the mean of the original data set but the standard deviation of the new data set will be equal to the standard deviation of the original data set.
D. The mean of the new data set will be larger than the mean of the original data set but the standard deviation of the new data set will be smaller than the standard deviation of the original data set.
E. The mean of the new data set will be smaller than the mean of the original data set and the standard deviation of the new data set will be smaller than the standard deviation of the original data set.

16. A data set consisting of 100 observations was used to construct the following boxplot:

![Boxplot Image]

Based only on this boxplot, which of the following can be concluded about the shape of the sample distribution?

I. The sample distribution is approximately symmetric.
II. The sample distribution is approximately normal.
III. The sample distribution is extremely skewed to the right (positively skewed).

A. I only
B. II only
C. III only
D. I and II
E. I and III
17. Consider a study in which the heights of a very large sample of male high school seniors were recorded. The mean height is 70" and the standard deviation of the heights is 3". The distribution of heights is approximately normal.

(a) Approximately what percent of heights in this sample would exceed 79"?

(b) What is the approximate percentile of a male senior who is 73" tall?

(c) When the data were summarized the value of the first quartile was written down but then smudged. There is general agreement that the writer meant to indicate either 66" or 68". Which of these values is more likely to be the correct one? Justify your answer with appropriate statistical reasoning.

18. The density curve for a continuous random variable is shown below. Use this curve to find the following probabilities:

\[ 0.5 \]
\[ 1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 4 \]

a) \( P(x<1) \)    b) \( P(2<x<3) \)    c) \( P(x \text{ is at least } 3) \)

19. A gasoline tank for a certain model car is designed to hold 12 gallons of gas. Suppose that the actual capacity of the gas tank in cars of this type is well approximated by a normal distribution with mean 12.0 gallons and standard deviation 0.2 gallons. What is the approximate probability that a randomly selected car of this model will have a gas tank that holds at most 11.7 gallons?

20. Electric power cords are a common hazard in households with computers. They are easily tripped over and the delicate computer equipment may be pulled from tables and damaged. A new "breakaway" power cord has been designed by Alpha Enterprises, and they have determined that a breakaway force of between 3.0 and 5.0 pounds is appropriate. (If the force is too low the cord would break in normal use; if the force is too high the cord would not be effective.) Alpha can order cord material from two companies, Beta and Gamma. The breakaway force for the Beta material is approximately normally distributed with a mean of 4.5 pounds and a standard deviation of 1.0 pounds. The breakaway force for the Gamma material is approximately normally distributed with a mean of 4.0 pounds and a standard deviation of 1.5 pounds. Alpha will choose the cord material that has the higher probability of breaking within the specified 3.0 and 5.0 pound limits. From which company should Alpha order cord material? Provide appropriate statistical justification for your choice.
21. The graphs below are normal probability plots of the vocabulary and math concept scores on a standardized exam for a large sample of students. One of the score distributions is approximately normal. Identify the score distribution that is approximately normal and explain the reason for your choice.

![Normal Probability Plots](image)

22. We all “know” that the body temperature of a healthy person is 98.6°F. In reality, the actual body temperature of individuals varies. Here are boxplots, produced by Minitab, for the body temperatures of 130 individuals (65 males and 65 females).

(a) What do the boxplots suggest about the Normality of the distributions of temperatures for males (Gender = 1) and females (Gender = 2)?

![Boxplots](image)

(b) Here’s a Normal probability plot of the temperatures of the males. Explain how it justifies assuming that the population distribution of male temperatures is Normally distributed.

![Normal Probability Plot](image)

(c) According to Minitab, \( \mu = 98.103 \) and \( \sigma = 0.700 \) for the male temperatures. If we assume that the males’ temperatures are Normally distributed, what percent would have temperatures at 98.7 degrees or above? Show your work.
23. The best male long jumpers for State College since 1973 have jumped an average of 263.0 inches with a standard deviation of 14.0 inches. The best female long jumpers have averaged 201.2 inches with a standard deviation of 7.7 inches. This year Joey jumped 275 inches and his sister, Carla, jumped 207 inches. Both are State College students.
   (a) Find the standardized values for Joey’s and Carla’s jumps. Which athlete had the more impressive performance? Explain briefly.

   (b) Assume that male and female jumps are Normally distributed. Find the percentiles for Joey’s and Carla’s jumps. Interpret these percentiles in context.

24. The length of pregnancies from conception to natural birth among a certain female population is Normally distributed with mean 270 days and standard deviation 10 days.
   (a) According to the 68–95–99.7 rule, what percent of pregnancies last more than 300 days? Show your method.

   (b) How short must a pregnancy be in order to fall in the shortest 10% of all pregnancies? Show your method.

25. The following is an ogive (relative cumulative frequency) of the number of ounces of alcohol consumer per week in a sample of 150 college students.

   a. estimate the median # of ounces of alcohol consumed

   b. Estimate the quartiles

   c. Create box-plot of the number of ounces of alcohol consumed.